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Summer for many of us means reconnecting with
water - lakeside hikes, paddles in the sea, luxuriant
floats in some relaxing pool. And that connection

isn't confined just to the outdoors, either.  Watery hues and
motifs are all over home decor. "Water imagery adds a
beautiful dimension to a room," says designer Ohara
Gaetano-Davies of Laguna Beach, California. Her projects
include beachfront homes in Southern California and
Cape Cod. In a seaside home in Laguna Beach's Emerald
Bay area, she painted the interior of some open cabinetry
a serene pale blue, evoking beach glass. A collection of
white coral sits on the shelves. A large, contemporary
painting of a woman diving fills one crisply painted white
wall. For a small powder room, Gaetano-Davies went with
Phillip Jeffries' Fade Sea Spray wallcovering, a textural ren-
dition of gently rolling waves in soft blues.  

"The gradation of color and tone adds beautiful dimen-
sion and movement to a relatively small space," she says.
"Your eye focuses on the movement of the pattern and
not the scale of the room. " For Trove's new wallpaper col-
lection, designers Randall Buck and Jee Levin used Chilean
poet Pablo Neruda's "Water" poem as inspiration. Their
watercolor paintings evoke both the serenity and explo-
sive nature of water. In the three-pattern "Ode to Eau" col-
lection, the Drift pattern is a cool horizon of gently lapping
waves; Mazu carries us into a tumble of frothy waves;
Estuary brings us right to the edge of a thundering water-
fall, full of kinetic energy. 

Sometimes a stylized pattern successfully brings the
theme home in a subtle way. Momeni's simple geometric
repeat of a wave motif works beautifully on an indoor/out-
door rug at Target.  An aqua-hued wavy scallop makes a

chic and modern tray at Homegoods. And then there are
less subtle renditions of the water theme. For Deny
Designs, Las Vegas artist Lisa Argyropoulos' vivid photo-
graphs of sun-sparked oceans, bubbly wave curls and crys-
talline droplets make dynamic throw pillows. 

Australian photographer Beata Czyzowska Young's
macro shots of rain, and of dewdrops on plant stems, are
the stuff of fairy fantasy.  Contemporary artists explore the
aquatic in the abstract at Crate & Barrel; check out prints
like Kelly Ventura's "Pool," Lauren Adams' "Deep Water
Ripple" and Deb Haugen's "Tide Pools." 

Gray Malin's aerial shots of beaches filled with sun
lovers, and reef-dotted azure waters, are now available on
acrylic trays. The transparent frames give the illusion that
the ocean vistas are being held in place by the material.

If you're ready to make a bigger commitment to the
watery trend, consider Luca Osburn's Tides ceramic tiles,
part of Cle's Watermark collection. Osburn is a passionate
surfer, and his designs are inspired by the changing waves
on the Northern California coastline.  Zazzle's Water
Abstract Sea Tile is a close-up, digital image of a clear
water pool, printed on ceramic. A dozen or so might make
a pretty border in a bathroom. Can't quite dive right into
the idea? The image is also available on a mug, pillow,
wrapping paper, even a nightlight. — AP

Right at home: Water-themed decor

This undated photo provid-
ed by Trove show’s their

Mazu pattern wallpaper.

This undated photo provided by Cle Tile and Penni Gladstone Photography shows some
of the Tides collection for Cle Tile on the wall, which is part of their collection inspired by
Luca Osburn’s favorite Northern California surfing spots. — AP photos

For decades, Route 66 captured the imagination of
travelers the world over, offering a glimpse of a
bygone era of American history, when people hit the

road in search of adventure and a better life. The two-lane
highway established in 1926 and coined the "Mother Road"
by John Steinbeck seemed to encompass the essence of
America, threading through eight states from Chicago to
Santa Monica.

But after it was decommissioned in the 1980s in favor of
larger and faster thoroughfares, Route 66 appeared head-
ed for the dustbin of history as the mom and pop stores,
kitschy motels, diners and petrol stations that lined the
road gradually shut down. "Entire towns folded up and
what had been a 2,400-mile (4,000 kilometer) carnival
became to a large extent a 2,400-mile ghost town,"
explained David Knudson, founder and executive director
of the non-profit National Historic Route 66 Federation.  In
recent years, however, the iconic road that has been
immortalized in countless books, movies, music ("Get your
kicks on Route 66"), and a TV series has been experiencing
a nostalgia-driven revival that is attracting tourists from
around the globe.

Ultimate road trip 
"Foreigners come to travel the road because it gives

them a chance to experience America before we became
generic," said Michael Wallis, a historian and author of
"Route 66: The Mother Road."  "It's still the road of adven-
ture because nothing on Route 66 is predictable," he
added. "I often say, 'You know what you are going to get at
McDonald's ... but if you are on an old two-lane such as
Route 66, you could go into a cafe, a greasy spoon, a pie
place, a diner and you don't know what you're going to
get.'" Wallis said the fastest growing groups of tourists on
Route 66 are Chinese and Brazilians, as well as Europeans
drawn by the idea of the open space and the "road trip of a
lifetime."

"I have clients in their 20s and 70s who are fascinated by
this road and everyone is looking for convertible Mustangs
and Harley Davidsons to experience it," said Zsolt Nagy,
who twice a year organizes Route 66 road trips that cost up
to $8,000 per person. "Business is booming, the roads are
better, the signs are better, it's coming back to life," said
Zsolt, who is from Hungary and who fell in love with the

open road about 10 years ago when he traveled it. "I think
the legend is growing like crazy."

Bob Russell, the mayor of Pontiac, about two hours
southwest of Chicago, said his small community of about
12,000 people is a prime example of the resurgent interest
in the road. "It has been an amazing transformation," he
said of the town which boasts four museums, 27 large
murals and is considered one of the jewels of Route 66.
"There is a special aura for Route 66 to the overseas people
because it represents freedom, the open road, your scarf
around your neck and your hair blowing in the wind."

'Sundown towns' 
Driving today along stretches of the fabled highway --

85 percent of which can still be traveled-one can see reno-
vated motels with blazing neon signs, newly opened
museums, quirky sights and souvenir shops galore. There
are also half-abandoned communities and crumbling
ghost towns that echo Steinbeck's epic 1930s novel of the
great depression, "The Grapes of Wrath," the story of a fam-
ily that embarks on a journey along Route 66, fleeing the
Oklahoma dustbowl for California. And while the road for
many may evoke images of a more innocent America, as
encapsulated in Norman Rockwell's paintings, Route 66
had a more sinister side for black travelers.

Half of the 89 counties that lined the highway were
known as "sundown towns" where African Americans were
banned after dark. The author Candacy Taylor was
researching a travel guide on Route 66 when she stumbled
on "The Negro Motorist Green Book," which listed safe
places along the road-and notably revealed that the Ku
Klux Klan ran Fantastic Caverns, a popular tourist attraction
in Springfield, Missouri, and held cross burnings inside. "All
of the American narratives around what it means to hit the
open road and the freedom and the symbolism that comes
along with that was a dramatically different story for black
people," said Taylor, who encourages people to "look
beyond the bobby socks, the Chevys and the chrome" to
experience the real Route 66. "It's an American icon, just
like Marilyn Monroe or Elvis," she said. "But Route 66 is not
perfect and shiny, there are a lot of cracks in that
metaphor, in that illusion of what America is." — AFP

Route 66, America's 'Mother Road,' revs back to life
'It's the road of adventure, nothing on Route 66 is predictable'

People walk past the ‘End of the Trail’ for Route 66 sign at Santa Monica pier in Santa Monica, California. — AFP photos A Route 66 sign is seen along Foothill Drive in Monrovia, California.

A Route 66 sign is seen along Huntington Drive in Arcadia, California.

Route 66 signs on an overpass above Huntington Drive in Arcadia, California.

A Route 66 sign is seen along Huntington Drive in Arcadia, California.

A sign on the wall recognizes the history of the Arcadia
News Journal building on Route 66 along Huntington
Drive, in Arcadia, California.

A Route 66 sign is seen in
Arcadia, California.

A sign on the wall recog-
nizes the history of the
Arcadia News Journal
building on Route 66 along
Huntington Drive, in
Arcadia, California.


